RECAPPING
THE LATEST TIA
MEETING,

don’t worry help is
on the way!

The TIA’s TR-42.11 Engineering sub-committee,
a committee CABLExpress is a part of, has been
working hard on a new revision. The group,
made up of prominent industry manufacturers
and engineers, met in January to cover the
upcoming change. This revision of the ANSI/
TIA-568.3 Optical Fiber Cabling Component
Standard, will be designated E. This new revision
will now incorporate a Type “U” (or Universal
polarity) following the direction of Multi-Path™,
to once and for all, simplify or eliminate the fiber
path or gender conflicts in a multi-manufacturer
fiber optic infrastructure environment! We look
to see this revision, ANSI/TIA-568.3-E, to be
released sometime in 2022.

400 Gb Ethernet transmission speeds are not
pipe dreams, but the reality in our available
choices of network equipment. These speeds
scream for bandwidth!
The challenge for all data center managers is how
they are going to achieve seamless and costeffective fiber optic infrastructure migration to
this latest generation of technology.
Will it be over multimode or singlemode?
Will they transmit using QSFP, or be duplex
Bi-Di, or be standard duplex or parallel
transmission, or a combination of a few or
all of them?
Or perhaps it may utilize one of these new
VSFF(Very Small Form Factor) connectors
such as the CS or SN that you may have
been hearing about.
Reality dictates that it will involve a combination
of all the above.

With equipment manufacturers releasing new
technology in two years or less versus the 5 or 10
years for previous generations of networking and
SAN equipment, the fiber optic infrastructure
that you choose to deploy has never been more
important.

Installing a low loss, highly reliable fiber optic
infrastructure is a must to scale technology
with emerging speeds. Your Layer One plan
should have a clear, simple, cost-effective path
to higher speeds, fiber polarity, and transmission
topologies. But unfortunately, this is where the
industry has been lacking for years.

Following the TIA 568.3 standards regarding
fiber optic polarity, such as Method A, B, ovr C, is
not quite as simple as one may think. It is actually
very difficult, especially considering there are
different methods and gender options within
the same method, depending on if it is duplex
or parallel transmission. And finally, it also
limits the choice of manufacturer. Since most
manufacturers of these methods standardize
on different methods, having more than one
manufacturer becomes challenging to manage.
It makes it difficult to adopt new vendors or
make changes in the fiber infrastructure of
your network.

This is why CABLExpress released the industry’s first and leading multiple topology
solution known as Multi-Path™, which eliminated all of these concerns, utilizing an
industry- standard of fiber polarity and fiber connector mating genders.
Seeing the TIA now recognizing this type of path is further confirmation that this
is truly a path worth considering to meet current as well as future needs.

To know more about the CABLExpress Multi-Path™ System, visit:
www.cablexpress.com/structured-cabling/multi-path-system/

